Thesis Problem Statement:

Evaluating our individuality helps us begin to make true connections with others in our community.

Thesis Statement:

My body of work examines the interconnectivity of one's self with others. These connections lead to the development of our communities by the merging of cultures and through the creation of new relationships. In doing this we can begin to discover a better understanding of how each of us individually affect one other through our own power and influences.
**Artist Statement:**
As an artist, I feel it is essential to always think critically about the world around me in order to create new discoveries, designs, and innovations. It is also important to evaluate my environment in order to better define, redefine, and understand communal spaces. By utilizing patterns, lines, and symbols, I use my compositions to suggest unity. I am an opportunist, inspired by material exploration. I often utilize materials such as glass, wood, and found items to bring this awareness. My work explores the effects that categorization has on the US population. By providing the audience with my perspective, the viewer can begin to imagine a different viewpoint and develop a new understanding of what it means to be a part of a community.
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BLK Vessels & Bandaid
DUALITY
SPHERE OF INFLUENCE
HOW CAN I ENCOURAGE A WIDER RANGE OF CONVERSATION?
This collection examines one's personality and social anxiety as it relates to one's environment.

Given the current times of racial tensions, political differences, economic hardships, and anxieties when it comes to health in public safety, we are challenged to re-evaluate what matters most to us.
‘WE vs ME’
MY WORLD
PURSUIT OF DESIRE
Have we progressed beyond mundane and Kafkaesque? I suggest man has become too Vain, but I digress

Extremely ordinary extraordinary people
That walk the Earth, Some loving Some lethal
Both trying, dying to live before dying
Misguiding, finding the answers worth finding
Deciding whether the rules are worth abiding to

Law and order
The world needs more leaders so why can't it be you?
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